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The final chapter of the most terrifying and personal Batman mystery is here! Still reeling from
their last encounter with the three Jokers, Batman, Batgirl, and Red Hood discover the terrible
truth about the Three Jokers’ plot. Will the caped crusaders have the strength needed to put
an end to the maniacal menaces’ master plan once and for all, or will it be lights out for good?
You won’t want to miss the stunning conclusion of Batman: Three Jokers as it completes its
trajectory as the ultimate examination of The Joker and his never-ending conflict with
Batman.The final chapter of the most terrifying and personal Batman mystery is here! Still
reeling from their last encounter with the three Jokers, Batman, Batgirl, and Red Hood discover
the terrible truth about the Three Jokers’ plot. Will the caped crusaders have the strength
needed to put an end to the maniacal menaces’ master plan once and for all, or will it be lights
out for good? You won’t want to miss the stunning conclusion of Batman: Three Jokers as it
completes its trajectory as the ultimate examination of The Joker and his never-ending conflict
with Batman.
“The Dark Knight waddles into a turf war with the Penguin! Still reeling from the attacks on his
Bat-Family and reputation, the Caped Crusader looks to track down the mysterious operator
lurking behind the scenes in Gotham City—the Penguin! But the Penguin is on Batman’s side
for once, and the crime boss sees dangerous things on the horizon. How can he convince the
Caped Crusader he’s on the level? Collects Batman #58-60 plus Batman Secret Files #1 and
Batman Annual #3.”
The Dark Knight is breaking through the bad dreams and coming out the other side. But is he
ready for the culprit waiting through the veil of terror? And what lasting effects might this whole
ordeal have on Bruce WayneÕs psyche? With artist Yanick Paquette (WONDER WOMAN:
EARTH ONE) jumping on board to tackle the art, ÒKnightmaresÓ comes to a shocking close.
This will be the strangest issue yetÑa no-holds-barred journey through Bat-manÕs psyche via
the inner workings of Arkham Asylum, setting up the next big chapter of Tom KingÕs epic
BATMAN tale. BatmanÕs future starts now!
The incredible story of Batman including a slipcase featuring specially commissioned DC
comics artwork and original prints Explore Batman's fascinating story decade by decade, year
by year, month by month. From Batman's beginning in 1939 to his 75th anniversary Batman: A
Visual History does what no other book has, showcasing Batman's evolution from a DC
Comics vigilante crime-fighter to global superhero. Packed with original, full-colour artwork, indepth profiles, storylines and events plus all Gotham City's iconic heroes and villains, including
Robin, the JLA, the Joker and Catwoman. Discover all about their extraordinary DC comics
debuts, the crucial events behind their creation and their influence today. Celebrating not only
Batman's greatest stories but the writers and artists who created him, Batman: A Visual History
features the key team members such as Bob Kane and Jim Lee who brought Batman to life.
Perfect for any comic book fan this visually stunning guide comes in a gifty slipcase featuring
specially commissioned artwork by a top DC comic book artist, two original prints and foreword
by Frank Miller. Copyright © 2014 DC Comics. BATMAN and all related characters and
elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics. WB SHIELD: TM & © Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc. (s14)
A sticker book book based on the animated film. The LEGO Movie hit screens in February
2013 and went on to gross more than $450 million at the box office worldwide! That stunning
success has spawned three follow-ups: The LEGO Batman Movie (Spring 2017), The LEGO
Ninjago Movie (Fall 2017), and The LEGO Movie Sequel (2019). In The LEGO Batman movie,
Will Arnett returns as the brooding voice of LEGO Batman and is joined by Michael Cera
(Robin), Zach Galifianakis (The Joker), Rosario Dawson (Batgirl), Ralph Fiennes (Alfred
Pennyworth), and more!
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Since Miracle Molly’s explosive first appearance in the pages of Batman, people have been
clamoring to know more about the colorful transhumanist vigilante! Now the wait is over-the
history of Gotham’s latest breakout star is revealed! It’s a story so secret even Miracle Molly
doesn’t remember it! Discover what led a regular Gothamite to reject their past, name, and
humanity to embrace the promise of a blank slate-the promise of the Unsanity Collective!
Batman series writer James Tynion IV teams up with rising superstar artist Dani to bring you all
the way back to the beginning of Miracle Molly in this exciting and integral Fear State special.
Spinning out of the pages of Batman! Discover the origins and motivations behind the cabal of
assassins who have come to Gotham to stop Batman from enacting his plans to save the cityincluding Deathstroke, Cheshire, Merlyn, and the new threats of Mr. Teeth and Gunsmith.
What brought this team together, and who is frightening enough to boss Deathstroke around?
It’s five killer tales from five killer creative teams in this can’t-miss issue!
A Step Into Reading, Step 2 early reader that employs basic vocabulary and short sentences
to tell simple stories is the perfect way to introduce boys and girls to Batman, Superman,
Wonder Woman and all the DC Super Friends. Includes 16 press-out battle cards to add to the
superhero fun! Simultaneous and eBook.

After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S. government has deemed Gotham
City uninhabitable and ordered all citizens to leave. It is now months later and those
that have refused to vacate 'No Man's Land' live amid a citywide turf war in which the
strongest prey on the weak.Batman and his allies continue their fight to save Gotham
during its darkest hour. Taking on a new costume and persona as Batgirl, the Huntress
joins forces with Barbara Gordon, the former Batgirl, while Nightwing, the former Robin,
tries to help the city's remaining citizens in any way he can. But as Batman begins to
realize that he is fighting a fight he can't win, he collapses into a state of despair from
which he may never recover. This volume collects the issues: BATMAN #569-71,
DETECTIVE COMICS #736-738, AZRAEL: AGENT OF THE BAT #58, BATMAN:
LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #122-124, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT
#90-92, ROBIN #68-72, and BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND SECRET FILES #1.
A priestess of justice and a disgraced demigod investigate a grisly murder that
threatens the throw the uneasy balance between gods and mortals into chaos. Gods
make everything complicated. No one knows that better than Justix Iris Tharro, a
human agent of the Goddess of Justice, still reeling from a scandal that almost ended
her career. Grateful for a second chance, Iris’ mandate is clear: investigate crimes,
mete out justice...and never again insert herself in the business of the Pantheon. But
when the dead body of a young woman is found on the altar in the wind god’s temple,
iris quickly realizes her task might not be that simple. Because while murder is usually a
human crime, this one is rife with magic only a God would be capable of. To accuse a
God of murdering a human acolyte would do more than ruin Iris’ reputation (again); it
could put her life at risk. That’s why she needs a partner who knows the good, the bad,
and the ugly consequences of dealing with the Gods. Enter Andy: a handsome
demigod with a silver tongue, desperately trying to win back the favor of his sea
goddess mother. It’s a challenging partnership, but there’s no one better to guide iris
through black markets teeming with illegal relics, nightclubs full of nymphs, and the
nefarious politics of the Pantheon . . . especially when it becomes clean that more than
one immortal may have something to hide. In a world where ancient grudges and
human desires live side by side and the old ways die hard, Iris and Andy are confronted
with an impossible choice: whether solving one human’s murder is worth the wrath of
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all the Gods. This fun, fast-paced fantasy noir novel by Elizabeth Vail is perfect for fans
of American Gods and The Maltese Falcon, and was originally published on Serial Box
(serialbox.com).
Thirty years after Batman: The Killing Joke changed comics forever, Three Jokers
reexamines the myth of who, or what, The Joker is and what is at the heart of his
eternal battle with Batman. New York Times bestselling writer Geoff Johns and Jason
Fabok, the writer/artist team that waged the “Darkseid War” in the pages of Justice
League, reunite to tell the ultimate story of Batman and The Joker! After years of
anticipation starting in DC Universe: Rebirth #1, the epic miniseries you’ve been
waiting for is here: find out why there are three Jokers, and what that means for the
Dark Knight and the Clown Prince of Crime. It’s a mystery unlike any Batman has ever
faced! Thirty years after Batman: The Killing Joke changed comics forever, Three
Jokers reexamines the myth of who, or what, The Joker is and what is at the heart of
his eternal battle with Batman. New York Times bestselling writer Geoff Johns and
Jason Fabok, the writer/artist team that waged the “Darkseid War” in the pages of
Justice League, reunite to tell the ultimate story of Batman and The Joker! After years
of anticipation starting in DC Universe: Rebirth #1, the epic miniseries you’ve been
waiting for is here: find out why there are three Jokers, and what that means for the
Dark Knight and the Clown Prince of Crime. It’s a mystery unlike any Batman has ever
faced!
Two dozen tales from Batman's "Case Files"--contributed by Batman, Police
Commissioner Gordon, and Alfred the Butler--documenting his encounters with such
archvillains as the Joker, Catwoman, Two-Face, and Poison Ivy chronicle the super
sleuth's use of real-life forensic science to solve crimes. Reprint.
The adventures of the next Batman continue! Batman has captured a pair of murderous
fugitives, but he faces a tough decision: leave them for the Magistrate troops, which
means certain death, or risk his life and fight his way through Gotham City to deliver
them to the GCPD for trial. He’s Batman...so there’s only one choice! And in
“Outsiders,” Katana has reunited with Black Lightning, but her old friend and ally has
changed...big-time! Now composed of literal black lightning, Jefferson Pierce arrives
with a dire warning about Duke Thomas and his mission to liberate Gotham from the
oppression of the Magistrate. They’ll have to work together-and we really mean
together-to have any hope of defeating the forces working against them! Plus, in
“Arkham Knights,” Astrid Arkham and her band of maniacal misfits have picked a fight
with the Magistrate...and they’re not going to back down! On the eve of their mission
into the heart of Gotham’s fascist occupiers, Croc, Zsasz, Phosphorus, Clayface,
Harvey, and the rest steel themselves to try and shine a beacon of hope into the
darkness-but not everyone will make it out alive!The adventures of the next Batman
continue! Batman has captured a pair of murderous fugitives, but he faces a tough
decision: leave them for the Magistrate troops, which means certain death, or risk his
life and fight his way through Gotham City to deliver them to the GCPD for trial. He’s
Batman...so there’s only one choice! And in “Outsiders,” Katana has reunited with
Black Lightning, but her old friend and ally has changed...big-time! Now composed of
literal black lightning, Jefferson Pierce arrives with a dire warning about Duke Thomas
and his mission to liberate Gotham from the oppression of the Magistrate. They’ll have
to work together-and we really mean together-to have any hope of defeating the forces
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working against them! Plus, in “Arkham Knights,” Astrid Arkham and her band of
maniacal misfits have picked a fight with the Magistrate...and they’re not going to back
down! On the eve of their mission into the heart of Gotham’s fascist occupiers, Croc,
Zsasz, Phosphorus, Clayface, Harvey, and the rest steel themselves to try and shine a
beacon of hope into the darkness-but not everyone will make it out alive!
Batman has been one of the world’s most beloved superheroes since his first
appearance in Detective Comics #27 in 1939. Clad in his dark cowl and cape, he has
captured the imagination of millions with his single-minded mission to create a better
world for the people of Gotham City by fighting crime, making use of expert detective
skills, high-tech crime-fighting gadgets, and an extensive network of sidekicks and
partners. But why has this self-made hero enjoyed such enduring popularity? And why
are his choices so often the subject of intense debate among his fans and philosophers
alike? Batman and Ethics goes behind the mask to shed new light on the complexities
and contradictions of the Dark Knight’s moral code. From the logic behind his aversion
to killing to the moral status of vigilantism and his use of torture in pursuit of justice (or
perhaps revenge), Batman’s ethical precepts are compelling but often inconsistent and
controversial. Philosopher and pop culture expert Mark D. White uses the tools of moral
philosophy to track Batman’s most striking ethical dilemmas and decisions across his
most prominent storylines from the early 1970s through the launch of the New 52, and
suggests how understanding the mercurial moral character of the caped crusader might
help us reconcile our own. A thought-provoking and entertaining journey through four
decades of Batman’s struggles and triumphs in time for the franchise’s 80th
anniversary, Batman and Ethics is a perfect gateway into the complex questions of
moral philosophy through a focused character study of this most famous of fictional
superheroes.
Harvey Dent is dead. Or is he? A gang of thieves thrusts Gotham City into a state of
fear when they are mysteriously well-armed with military-grade weapons:
flamethrowers, grenade launchers, and even tanks. And this gang claims it is funded by
none other than former district attorney Harvey Dent. Balancing his two lives, Bruce
Wayne must find the truth by tapping his growing network of agents, including Alfred
Pennyworth, Jim Gordon, Waylon “Killer Croc” Jones, and the savvy new Catwoman.
Bruce is distracted by the seemingly impossible return of another figure believed dead:
his grandfather Adrian Arkham. He must also comfort his longtime friend, Gotham City
mayor Jessica Dent, who is scarred both physically and mentally from her experience
with the Riddler, which resulted in the gruesome death of her brother. But is Harvey
back, plotting revenge on a city he proclaims to be guilty? When Batman discovers the
truth behind these many mysteries, his entire world unravels...
Harvey Dent is dead. Or is he? A gang of thieves thrusts Gotham City into a state of
fear when they are mysteriously well-armed with military-grade weapons:
flamethrowers, grenade launchers, and even tanks. And this gang claims it is funded by
none other than former district attorney Harvey Dent. Balancing his two lives, Bruce
Wayne must find the truth by tapping his growing network of agents, including Alfred
Pennyworth, Jim Gordon, Waylon Killer Croc Jones, and the savvy new Catwoman.
Bruce is distracted by the seemingly impossible return of another figure believed dead:
his grandfather Adrian Arkham. He must also comfort his longtime friend, Gotham City
mayor Jessica Dent, who is scarred both physically and mentally from her experience
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with the Riddler, which resulted in the gruesome death of her brother. But is Harvey
back, plotting revenge on a city he proclaims to be guilty? When Batman discovers the
truth behind these many mysteries, his entire world unravels... Batman: Earth One Vol.
3 is written by Geoff Johns with art by Gary Frank, Jon Sibal and Brad Anderson.
Delve into BatmanÕs case histories and discover brand-new stories by some of
comicsÕ most exciting talents. The BATMAN team of Tom King and Mikel Janin
provides a framing sequence, setting up our hand-picked teams of creators to take a
look at Bat-mysteries past and present. Featuring a bevy of Batman villains, including a
look at how the ScarecrowÕs fear toxin affects the common man, and a special story
written by Tom Taylor with art by Brad Walker that teams the Dark Knight Detective
with Detective Chimp.
Clownhunter’s brutal mission to hunt down all the clowns from The Joker War
continues! The untrained but focused vigilante stalks a boss-level clown, but his luck
might be running out as he walks into an ambush set by Punchline! In a horrific parallel
to his days at Gotham Academy, Clownhunter finds himself overwhelmed and
outgunned...just the type of odds he likes!
A reference covering the complete history of the Dark Knight furnishes entries that
provide details on Batman's history and origins, profiles of characters, descriptions of
featured places, and an overview of the hero's adventures.
“City of Bane” is upon us! Bane’s conquering Gotham City, but he’s not doing it alone.
In this Secret Files issue, read about Bane and his cabal: The Joker, the Riddler, Hugo
Strange and the Psycho-Pirate. Brutal stories of madness, murder and hatred done by
some of comics’ greatest talents!
A Step 2 Step into Reading reader is the perfect way to introduce boys and girls ages 4
to 6 to Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, and all the DC Super Friends. Step 2
Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children
who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
2020 IBPA Awards Winner! The Caped Crusader. The Dark Knight. The World’s
Greatest Detective. Bats. This lavish 400-page book tells the complete history of
Batman from his 1939 debut in Detective Comics to the current day. Learn secrets and
see exclusive new content taken from some of Batman’s most iconic stories and
moments, from the beloved Adam West TV incarnation, legendary comics such as The
Killing Joke, Christian Bale’s iconic interpretation within Christopher Nolan’s trilogy
and Kevin Conroy’s signature performance within the animated series and Arkham
Asylum videogame. —The most comprehensive history of Batman ever written. Over
400 pages detailing every incarnation of The Caped Crusader across comics, TV,
animation, movies, videogames and beyond. —Superstar Contributors. Read interviews
and insights from those who have shaped The Dark Knight’s legend, including
Christopher Nolan, Mark Hamill, Tim Burton, Grant Morrison, Julie Newmar, Joel
Schumacher, Scott Snyder, Frank Miller and more. —Exclusive Introductions and
Foreword. Read an exclusive introduction and foreword from two of Batman’s most
beloved actors, Kevin Conroy and Michael Keaton. —Never Before Seen Content.
Taken directly from the archives of DC and Warner Bros., enjoy exclusive, unseen
treasures from the 80-year history of Batman. —Critically Acclaimed. "Comics? Check.
Television? Check. Films and videogames? Double-check, chums. Over more than 400
pages, the book will have interviews, never-before-seen photographs from feature films,
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animation cels, and sketches, along with a 40-page film treatment from Batman cocreator Bob Kane." - Batman-News.com
A fun foray of escapism grounded in sound science, Becoming Batman provides the
background for attaining the realizable—though extreme—level of human performance
that would allow you to be a superhero.
Describes and lists the values of popular collectible comics and graphic novels issued
from the 1950s to today, providing tips on buying, collecting, selling, grading, and caring
for comics and including a section on related toys and rings.

Batman's team-up tales 1980s as the Dark Knight battles evil alongside Wonder
Woman, Green Arrow, Black Lightning, Superboy, Swamp Thing and more. In
these stories from the early 1980s, Batman fought evil side by side with DC
Comics' greatest--and, occasionally, strangest--superheroes, including these
tales guest-starring such legendary characters as Wonder Woman, Green Arrow,
Black Lightning, Superboy, Swamp Thing and more. Collects THE BRAVE AND
THE BOLD #157-200.
As Batman and Batgirl follow an unexpected thread linking the three Jokers with
someone from the Dark Knight’s past, Red Hood dives headfirst into trouble and
finds himself struggling to stay afloat without the aid of his allies. Batman: Three
Jokers continues its trajectory as the ultimate examination of The Joker and his
never-ending conflict with Batman. Prepare yourselves for the second chapter of
one of the most terrifying and personal mysteries Batman has ever faced!As
Batman and Batgirl follow an unexpected thread linking the three Jokers with
someone from the Dark Knight’s past, Red Hood dives headfirst into trouble and
finds himself struggling to stay afloat without the aid of his allies. Batman: Three
Jokers continues its trajectory as the ultimate examination of The Joker and his
never-ending conflict with Batman. Prepare yourselves for the second chapter of
one of the most terrifying and personal mysteries Batman has ever faced!
The Batman FilesAndrews McMeel Publishing
The Signal comes back as Gotham City’s daytime protector after his time with
the Outsiders. But during his sabbatical from his hometown, everything about the
city and the people closest to him changed. And the mystery of the White Market,
a deadly source of weapons being trafficked into Gotham City that even Batman
can’t track down, will only push the Signal further away from everything he
knows and into a brand-new world of danger. Writer Tony Patrick returns to pen a
new chapter in the life of Duke Thomas alongside fan-favorite artist Christian
Duce!
Collects images, planning documents, and behind-the-scenes detail from the
movie "Batman Begins," showing the creation and development of characters,
locations, and items used in the film.
Beginning a whole new chapter in the life of the Dark Knight, the epic art team of
Tony S. Daniel and Danny Miki are joined by new series writer James Tynion IV!
It's a new day in Gotham. Bane has been vanquished, but both the city and its
champion are still struggling to pick up the pieces. Deathstroke, the world's
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greatest mercenary, is back in town under a new contract. Soon other hired
killers follow, and Batman is surrounded by assassins--as well as Gotham's own
dangerous players, from the Riddler to the Penguin to Harley Quinn. As the
Caped Crusader draws closer to uncovering the figure pulling the strings, the
love of his life, Catwoman, holds the sinister secret in her claws. Can Batman pry
it from her without tearing their relationship apart? And will it be enough to stop
the coming plot against him? The start of a bold new chapter in the Batman saga
unfolds from writer JAMES TYNION IV and artists GUILLEM MARCH, TONY S.
DANIEL, CARLO PAGULAYAN, JORGE JIMENEZ, and more. Collects stories
from Batman #85-94 and Batman Secret Files #3, and features the debut of
breakout character Punchline!
"Now that Batman has escaped the "Knightmares," he's starting to see the forces
rallying against him--and that his father from another universe has joined the
other side. The Caped Crusader finally digs into the mystery of how Thomas
Wayne, a.k.a. the Flashpoint Batman, escaped the collapse of his dimension and
ended up in this part of the Multiverse."-Over the sixty years of his existence, Batman has encountered an impressive
array of cultural icons and has gradually become one himself. This fascinating
book examines what Batman means and has meant to the various audiences,
groups and communities who have tried to control and interpret him over the
decades. Brooker reveals the struggles over Batman's meaning by shining a light
on the cultural issues of the day that impacted on the development of the
character. They include: patriotic propaganda of the Second World War; the
accusation that Batman was corrupting the youth of America by appearing to
promote a homosexual lifestyle to the fans of his comics; Batman becoming a
camp, pop culture icon through the ABC TV series of the sixties; fans'
interpretation of Batman in response to the comics and the Warner Bros.
franchise of films.
What happened to the boy who wanted to be Bruce Wayne? The young criminal mastermind
orchestrate his own parentsÕ deaths to emulate his hero and was carted off to Arkham when
Batman exposed his crimes, but that is not the end of the story. Tom King reteams with
NIGHTWING artist Travis Moore to create a sequel to their masterpiece of dark horror from
BATMAN #38.
An original novel pitting Batman against the Court of Owls, a secret society of wealthy families
that's controlled Gotham for centuries using murder and money. Beware the Court of Owls,
that watches all the time Ruling Gotham from a shadowed perch, behind granite and lime They
watch you at your hearth, they watch you in your bed Speak not a whispered word about them,
or they'll send the Talon for your head. --a nursery rhyme The Court of Owls is a criminal
secret society that has existed in Gotham City since the 1600s, led by some of the city's
wealthiest and most influential families. They employ deadly trained assassins known as
Talons, taken as children from circuses such as the one where Dick Grayson's parents were
killed. These children are trained to become the assassins known as Talons. Bruce Wayne
came to the Court's attention when he announced plans to reinvigorate Gotham, threatening
their control. They sentenced him to death, bringing themselves to the attention of Batman.
Though they suffer defeats, the Court continues to fight to retake control of the city's
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underworld - a fight that has gone on for centuries. Copyright © 2017 DC Comics. BATMAN,
THE COURT OF OWLS, and all related characters and elements © & TM DC Comics and
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Unearthed from the depths of the Batcave by Mathew K. Manning, The Batman Files begins
with Wayne's childhood drawings and continues along a time line of significant events in
Batman's life. Complete and authentic in every way possible, all of Batman's friends and
foes--from Poison Ivy, Catwoman, the Riddler, and Penguin, to the Joker, Batgirl, Mr. Freeze,
and of course, Robin--appear throughout the dossier to provide a framework of the Caped
Crusader's entire career. Completely outlining Batman's war on crime, The Batman Files
includes in-depth computer files, news articles, crime scene photos, blueprints, schematics,
and actual maps of Gotham City that were collected, and in many cases even drawn, by the
Caped Crusader himself. High production values include black matte gilding, as well as a hightech fabric cover--complete with a metallic Batman emblem to secure the secret contents
within. Each detail of Batman's life is carefully and faithfully detailed with the involvement of DC
Comics inside The Batman Files--destined to be the must-have gift for every avid Batman fan
and collector.
GOTHAM’S DEADLIEST BEAUTY Poison Ivy was once Dr. Pamela Lillian Isley, a young
woman with a unique fascination with botany and toxicology. But then she was seduced and
later experimented on by her mentor, Professor Jason Woodrue, also known as the supervillain Floronic Man. Now a constant thorn in Batman’s side, Poison Ivy uses the toxins in her
bloodstream to make her touch fatal to whomever she chooses, giving her the ability to create
pheromones that make men her slaves while she stops at nothing to ensure plant life will
retake Earth. BATMAN ARKHAM: POISON IVY collects some of the villain's greatest stories
by some of the industry's greatest creators, including Robert Kanigher (THE FLASH), Gerry
Conway (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA), Neil Gaiman (THE SANDMAN), Guillem March
(CATWOMAN), P. Craig Russell (WONDER WOMAN), Mark Buckingham (FABLES) and
many more! Collects BATMAN #181, #339, BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT
#42-43, BATMAN: POISON IVY #1, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT ANNUAL #3, BATMAN
VILLAIN SECRET FILES #1, DETECTIVE COMICS #23.1, GOTHAM CITY SIRENS #8,
JOKER’S ASYLUM: POISON IVY #1, SECRET ORIGINS #36, THE BATMAN CHRONICLES
#10, WHO'S WHO: THE DEFINITIVE DIRECTORY OF THE DC UNIVERSE #18, WHO’S
WHO IN THE DC UNIVERSE #5 and WORLD’S FINEST COMICS #251-252.
A bold new direction for Batman begins as Bruce Wayne’s circumstances are forever
changed. How did The Joker’s rampage affect the citizens of Gotham City? Bruce Wayne and
the city he loves have changed dramatically following the events of “The Joker War,” but
Batman and his mission are eternal. The mysterious vigilante known as Ghost-Maker has
known Bruce since they were teenagers, and he’s made his decision. It’s time Gotham City
had a new hero. Batman and Ghost-Maker go toe-to-toe to decide which of them will remain
Gotham City’s hero. Yet the city is changing faster than ever after “The Joker War,” and with
this change comes increasing dangers. Collects Batman #101-105, a story from Detective
Comics #1027, and Batman Annual #5.
Thirty years after Batman: The Killing Joke changed comics forever, Batman: Three Jokers
reexamines the myth of who, or what, is the Joker and what is at the heart of his ongoing battle
with Batman? New York Times bestselling writer Geoff Johns and artist Jason Fabok, the team
that waged the “Darkseid War” in the pages of Justice League, reunite to tell the ultimate story
of Batman and The Joker! In this highly anticipated epic, learn why there are three Jokers, and
what that means for the decades-long battle between the Dark Knight and the Clown Prince of
Crime. In this powerful, emotional story, Batman, Batgirl, and Red Hood-all past victims of The
Joker-work together to solve a mystery unlike anything they’ve ever faced before!
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger; Superboy created by Jerry Siegel; Supergirl
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based on the characters created by Jerry Siegal and Joe Shuster; Superman created by Jerry
Siegel and Joe Shuster. By special arrangement with the Jerry Siegel family."
"Chock-full of gorgeous pieces of art, many of which I would love to hang on my wall, Batman:
The Animated Series: The Phantom City Creative Collection, is one of my favorite pieces." –
DC Comics News Mondo is proud to present Batman: The Animated Series: The Phantom City
Creative Collection, a visually breathtaking celebration of the Emmy Award–winning series.
Known for their limitless passion and incredible ingenuity for film and television posters, Mondo
turns their attention to the highly acclaimed show Batman: The Animated Series. The show first
aired in 1992 and was instantly met with critical praise for its sophisticated writing and
distinctive, noir-influenced art style, generating an intense following that still exists today. Over
the years, Mondo has received global recognition for their astonishing artisanal posters, and
their creations for Batman: The Animated Series are no exception. The studio has partnered
exclusively with the award-winning artist at Phantom City Creative, Inc., Justin Erickson, in
order to bring this show to life in a striking and unparalleled way. Filled with Erikson’s slick
graphic design as well as beautifully rendered illustrations, this Batman: The Animated Series
art book is a one-of-a-kind tribute to one of the greatest animated shows of all time.
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